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Legal Regulation of
Corporate Social
Responsibility: Evidence
from Bangladesh
Mia Mahmudur Rahim*
Abstract: The business corporations' internal strategies in weak econ-
omies merely respond to the public policy goals for social development.
The role of corporate self-regulation in Bangladesh is not an exception.
The extent to which legal regulations related to the corporate social
responsibility (CSR) of Bangladesh could contribute to including CSR
notions at the core of self-regulated corporate responsibility is the focus
of this paper. It explains that the major Bangladeshi laws related to
corporate regulation and responsibility do not possess recurrent fea-
tures to compel corporate self-regulators to contribute to developing a
socially responsible corporate culture in Bangladesh. It suggests that,
instead of relying on the prescriptive mode of regulation, Bangladesh
could develop more business-friendly but strategic legal regulations.
Keywords: Bangladesh, corporate attitude, corporate self-regulation,
corporate social responsibility, legal regulation
I. Introduction
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has joined with political en-
deavours to make corporations more attuned to public, environmental
and social needs by encouraging management to treat employees,
consumers and communities similar to stockholders.' In view of these
processes, corporate governance (CG) in strong economies seeks to
engender investor accountability and stakeholder engagement
through board committees, company units dealing with business
ethics, corporate codes of conduct, non-financial reporting practices,
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stakeholder complaint and dialogue channels, and so on. All of these
governance devices have normally been used on a voluntary basis to
constitute what is referred to as 'corporate self-regulation'.2 In strong
economies, institutional investors, regulators, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) and civil society groups have generally re-
sponded by collaborating with the private sector to make self-
regulation more enforceable and effective.
However, most of the weak economies do not have an environment
that enables different actors to influence the convergence of CSR and
corporate attitudes. Moreover, their corporate laws have not yet de-
lineated stakeholders' rights, limitations, and abilities concerning in-
fluencing CG.' Bangladesh is no exception to this trend. The
corporate regulation framework of Bangladesh does not have the
necessary pressure on the way in which business corporations ac-
commodate stakeholders other than the government and stock-
holders.' One of the reasons for this is that the groups working on
corporate regulation issues lack political motivation, the ability to
effectively disseminate information and public credibility.' Due to
high degrees of poverty, illiteracy, and ignorance, non-state actors in
the civil sphere of Bangladesh are lagging behind in corporate issues.
Therefore, while these types of actors in strong economies are able to
monitor the operation of businesses and are even able to impose
sanctions against certain corporate behaviours, equivalent actors in
Bangladesh are not in a position to garner public support for such
actions. For instance, the number of NGOs that engage with the cor-
porate sector is low and their influence is limited. This is despite the
fact that Bangladesh is home to the largest NGO in the world and that
one of its NGOs won the Nobel Prize.' Recently, when workers from
2 Neil Gunningham and Joseph Rees, 'Industry Self-regulation: an Institutional
Perspective' (1997) 19(4) Law & Policy 363; Christine Parker, 'Is There a Reliable
Way to Evaluate Organisational Compliance Programs?', paper presented at the
Current Issues In Regulation: Enforcement and Compliance Conference convened
by the Australian Institute of Criminology in conjunction with the Regulatory
Institutions Network, RSSS, Australian National University and the Division of
Business and Enterprise, University of South Australia, Melbourne, 2-3
September 2002.
3 John Braithwaite, 'Responsive Regulation and Developing Economies' (2006) 34(5)
World Development 884.
4 H. Ward, Public Sector Roles in Strengthening Corporate Social Responsibility:
Taking Stock (World Bank and IIED: Washington, 2004).
5 Bridget M. Hutter and Joan O'Mahony, The Role of Civil Society Organisations in
Regulating Business (Centre for Analysis of Risk and Regulation, London School
of Economics and Political Science: London, 2004).
6 Severyn T. Bruyn, 'The moral economy' (1999) 57(1) Review of Social Economy 26;
Bridget M. Hutter, The Role of Non-State Actors in Regulation (Centre for Analysis
of Risk and Regulation, London School of Economics: London, 2006).
7 Wikipedia, 'Corporate Governance' (2011); for details, see M.M. Rahim, 'Meta-
regulation Approach of Law: A Potential Legal Strategy to Develop Socially
Responsible Business Self-regulation in Least Developed Common Law Countries'
(2011) 40(2) Common Law World Review 174.
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the ready-made garment (RMG) industries demonstrated their de-
mand for an increase to their minimum wage, very few NGOs were
involved, either for or against the cause. The impact of these NGOs on
the RMG factory owners was negligible; their lack of public support,
credibility and organizational skills meant that they were not able to
bring public attention to the issue.
In these circumstances, the role of legal regulation in the develop-
ment of social responsibility in business corporations is vital. This
paper seeks to explain the degree to which the legal regulation of
Bangladesh is developing a culture by which a business corporation
in Bangladesh could demonstrate its commitment to social respons-
ibility. The second section of this paper provides the general charac-
teristics of the corporate attitude of Bangladesh. To explain this
attitude, it provides three case studies. The third section assesses
three laws related to corporate regulation and responsibility with the
aim to clarify their roles in the development of C SR. It concludes that
the development of a socially responsible corporate culture in Bangla-
desh should not rely on either corporate self-regulation or the author-
itative mode of regulation. Rather, it should be based on a
combination of force majeure and economic incentive-based legal
strategies as long as the civil society, media, NGOs, and consumers of
Bangladesh are able to systematically interfere with CG issues. This is
important for developing a socially responsible corporate culture in
Bangladesh.
II. Corporate Attitude to Corporate Social Responsibility
in Bangladesh
The aim of this section is to provide the background information
regarding the general characteristics of the corporate attitude in
Bangladesh. First, it discusses the general characteristics of this atti-
tude and its impact on the development of companies' social respons-
ibilities. It then presents three case studies to further clarify this
attitude. These case studies are related to the corporate response to
public policies' goals and social development.
i. Bangladesh
With an area of 147,570 square kilometres, Bangladesh is a develop-
ing country in Southern Asia, bordering the Bay of Bengal, between
Burma and India.' Approximately 160 million people reside in Bangla-
desh, and roughly 75 per cent of them live in rural areas.9 Urbaniza-
tion has, however, been rapid in the past few decades. In 2010, its
8 For details, see Central Intelligence Agency, The World Fact Book (CIA:
Washington, 2009), https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
geos/bg.html (accessed 20 February 2012).
9 Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Pocketbook of Bangladesh (Bangladesh
Bureau of Statistics: Dhaka, 2008).
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GDP was 5.8 per cent, slightly higher than the previous year.o In 2008,
52.5 per cent of its GDP came from the service sector, as compared to
28.5 per cent from industry and 19.0 per cent from agriculture. Ac-
cording to the Asian Development Bank's estimation, it needs to in-
crease current investments to at least 30 per cent of GDP to attain the
significantly higher economic growth needed to reduce its massive
poverty.
The country's corporate sector is developing. In 2006, it contained
1,327 registered companies, of which 327 were listed in its two stock
markets." The number of listed companies has been increased: as at
23 September 2011 there are 494 companies listed on Dhaka Stock
Exchange. 12 The general corporate environment of Bangladesh is
characterized by a concentrated ownership structure, a poor regu-
latory framework, dependence on bank financing and a lack of effect-
ive monitoring. It has an abundant labour force. Bangladeshi people
who are working abroad are the main source of its foreign currency
earning.13 Ready-made garments and ship-breaking industries of
Bangladesh are also internationally prominent. In April 2011, its RMG
sector exports totalled US$14,170 million 4 and its ship-breaking in-
dustry is the largest in the world. The availability of cheap labour has
led to the success of these two industries.
ii. Social Responsibility in Corporate Attitude
Corporate governance in Bangladesh came under reform just after
the first stock market debicle in 1996. The World Bank (WB) has been
leading in this reformation, as it considers corporate regulation a
development goal.'" Along with other international financial agencies,
the WB encouraged Bangladesh to adopt internationally accepted
accounting and CG practices as a 'powerful tool to battle against
poverty'. These tools have been made and tested in developed econ-
omies, and hence, as Shahzad Uddin and Jamal Choudhury reported,
10 Asian Development Bank, 'Bangladesh Quarterly Economic Update' (Asian
Development Bank: Dhaka, 2010) 8, available at: http://www.adb.org/Documents/
EconomicUpdates/BAN/2010/QEU-Sep-2010.pdf (accessed 6 February 2011); in
four out of the last six years Bangladesh's economy has grown at around 6 per
cent. For details, see GDP, Savings and Investment, Ministry of Finance at: http://
www.mof.gov.bd/en/budget/er/2009/c2.pdf (accessed 12 February 2011).
11 Javed Siddiqui, 'Development of Corporate Governance Regulations: The Case of
an Emerging Economy' (2010) 91(2) Journal of Business Ethics 253 at 257.
12 For details, visit: http://www.dsebd.org/latest-share-price-scroll_1.php (accessed
23 September 2011).
13 In June 2011, this sector earned $1,000 million. For details, visit Bangladesh Bank,
Economic Data at: http://www.bangladesh-bank.org/econdata/openpdf.php?i=6
(accessed 2 July 2011).
14 Bangladesh Bank, Monthly Balance of Payment at: http://www.bangladesh-bank.
org/econdata/bop.php?txtPeriod=1 (accessed 2 July 2011).
15 World Bank, 'The Future of Research on Corporate Governance in Developing
and Emerging Markets' (World Bank: Washington, 2002), cited in Shahzad Uddin
and Jamal Choudhury, 'Rationality, Traditionalism and the State of Corporate
Governance Mechanisms: Illustrations from a Less-developed Country' (2008)
21(7) Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal 1026.
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they have ignored the socio-economic conditions of weak economies
such as Bangladesh.16
Nonetheless, for various reasons, the corporate sector and the
regulatory agencies of Bangladesh do not object to integrating CSR
into corporate regulations. First, this convergence is strongly sup-
ported by civil society groups. Within these groups, consumers have
the ability to impact businesses directly. Secondly, they indeed have
little recourse to deny this inclusion in their governance, as they need
to develop business relations with global buyers, retailers and brands
to hold their position as a supplier in the global market. Lastly, heavy
dependence on external funds has left the government no option but
to open up its traditional format of corporate regulation. For these
reasons, this reform does not face any strong opposition. However, its
outworking has raised a vital question in the corporate regulation
framework: in a weak economy, how well is corporate regulation able
to uphold the merits of CSR in the absence of its associated drivers?
In Bangladesh, the corporate attitude towards social responsibility
is as follows: '[W]e are complying with all the rules and regulations,
but we do not need to disclose."' The corporate dictum conveys the
message of: 'Trust us, and everything will be all right.' However, this
corporate outlook has not been reflected in the corporate manage-
ment strategies. A survey-based study conducted by the Centre for
Policy Dialogue has revealed the gap between corporate promises and
reality. This study found that they do not even fully understand the
idea of CG." This survey was conducted in 2003, and among the
respondents, 50 were company executives, 70 were employees of dif-
ferent companies, and 32 were civil society members. It found that
while more than 60 per cent of the respondent companies did not
have well-articulated policies to deal with workers' rights-related
issues, none of the total respondent companies had a director as-
signed to address this issue." On the issues of sustainable develop-
ment and human rights, only 11.1 per cent and 4.4 per cent of
companies, respectively, had committed people available at the man-
agement level. 20 By reviewing the existing corporate policies and
strategies related to employees, this study showed that these policies
were not available for part-time or casual workers. 21 To investigate
this issue in detail, the researchers asked corporate managers
whether they audited the implementation of their labour policies but
all managers refrained from making any detailed comments on this
16 Uddin and Choudhury, above n. 15.
17 Ataur Rahman Belal, Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting in Developing
Countries: the case of Bangladesh (Ashgate: London, 2008) 38.
18 Centre for Policy Dialogue, 'Corporate Responsibility Practices in Bangladesh:
Results from a Benchmark Study' (Centre for Policy Dialogue: Dhaka, 2002) 3.
19 M.J.H. Jabed and Kazi Mahmudur Rahman, Corporate Responsibility in
Bangladesh: Where Do We Stand? (Centre for Policy Dialogue: Dhaka, 20 0 3 ) 5.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid. at 4.
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matter. It was found that 67 per cent of the respondent companies had
formal policies to ensure clean, healthy and safe working environ-
ments, but 26 per cent of them did not have procedures relating senior
management to this policy.22
A notable point in this finding is that the responses of the three
groups were concurrent. While 62.2 per cent of corporate respon-
dents claimed that they had policies to uphold the principles of human
rights, only 16.7 per cent of civil society respondents agreed that CG
had policies to uphold their workers' fundamental rights. On the
other hand, while 71.1 per cent of corporate managers claimed that
they duly paid employees for extra hours of work, more than 90 per
cent of the workers and civil society members complained that cor-
porate managers underpaid them in such circumstances. 23 This situ-
ation has not improved considerably. A recent study showed that only
12.5 per cent and 24 per cent of the manufacturing companies exam-
ined had written commitments to human rights and environmental
protection, respectively.24 Regarding ethical obligations, only 16.1 per
cent of these companies had written anti-corruption policies.2 1
Corporate liabilities in the recent turmoil in the RMG industry ex-
plains that the governance of this industry does not consider the
development of their workers' livelihood as their social responsibil-
ity.26 Rather, they consider the workers as their assets and hence their
strategies related to their workers are solely based on cost-benefit
analysis for quick return.2 ' Along with this extremely low wage level,
dire working conditions have caused the recent unrest in this in-
dustry: according to the Alternative Movement for Resource and
Freedom Society, 72 incidents of this unrest took place in the first six
months of 2010, which has caused the injuries of at least 988 workers
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid. at 5.
24 Malik Asghar Naeem and Richard Welford, 'A Comparative Study of Corporate
Social Responsibility in Bangladesh and Pakistan' (2009) 16(2) Corporate Social
Responsibility and Environmental Management 108 at 113, 115.
25 Ibid. at 119.
26 The RMG industry is the only multi-billion-dollar manufacturing and export
industry of Bangladesh. This industry is one of the chief RMG exporters
worldwide. In April 2011, this industry exported US$14.17 billion worth of
garment products. For details, see Bangladesh Bank, Monthly Balance of Payment
at: http://www.bangladesh-bank.org/econdata/bop.php?txtPeriod=1 (accessed 2
July 2011).
27 Md. Ghulam Hussain, 'Compliance in RMG Industry of Bangladesh' in Social
Compliance and Decent Work: The Bangladesh Perspective: Papers and
Proceedings of the National Tripartite Meeting on Social Compliance in the RMG
Sector (ILO: Geneva, 2007) 1 at 33; Pratima Paul Majumder and Anwara Begum,
The Gender Impact of Growth of Export Oriented Manufacturing in Bangladesh:
Case Study: Ready-made Garment Industry in Bangladesh (Bangladesh Institute of
Development Studies: Dhaka, 2000) 37. In 1994, while a Bangladeshi worker was
paid only $0.11 for each unit of shirts, an Indian and Pakistani worker were,
respectively, paid $0.26 and $0.43. For details, see S.C. Zohir, 'Intra-household
Relations and Social Dynamics among Garment Workers in Dhaka City', paper
presented at the National Seminar on Garment Industry in Bangladesh: Economic
and Social Dimensions, Dhaka, 21-22 January 2000.
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and the arrests of 45 RMG workers." This unrest has further in-
creased, as it has been found that one-fourth of RMG factories are not
complying with this mandatory standard of pay.29 Indeed, the indus-
trial employers of Bangladesh tend to treat labour as a fixed cost and
do not want to relate wages to productivity.30 Although this trend
does give some instant gain, in the long run it could lead to, as has
happened in many state-owned companies, the manufacturing units
of the company being saddled with frequent labour agitation.31
Though it is perhaps premature to draw conclusions regarding this
situation, one could make the observation that such a disaster could
have been avoided if an ethos of CSR in CG had really existed." The
owners/directors of these companies mostly consider the immediate
profit and do not consider moral or ethical issues at the forefront of
their corporate management. Islam and Deegan have described this
attitude by placing a notice33 circulated to the members of BGMEA
mentioning that they should not use child labour in their factories due
to the 'potentially negative economic effects of being identified as
using child labour, and the impacts this had on the survival of the
industry'.34 They could also have highlighted the fact that children are
not meant to work for pay at the factory level, but they did not con-
sider the issue from this perspective.
Another glaring example of such attitude of the business owners of
Bangladesh is related to the poor environmental and labour manage-
ment strategies in the ship-breaking yards.3 5 Over the last 30 years,
numerous workers have died or been rendered disabled in these
28 Clean Clothes Campaign, 29 July 2010. Available at http://www.fibre2fashion.
com/news/apparel-garment-association-news/newsdetails.aspx?news id=89200
(accessed 21 February 2012).
29 Ibid.
30 Fahmida Khatun, Mustafizur Rahman, Debapriya Bhattacharya, Khondker Golam
Moazzem and Afifa Shahrin, Gender and Trade Liberalization in Bangladesh: The
Case of the Ready-made Garments (USAID, Bangladesh: Dhaka, 2007) 39.
31 A study revealed that a compliant RMG company generates more turnover than a
non-compliant company out of the same investment in the same period of time.
For details, see Lal Mohan Baral, 'Comparative Study of Compliant and Non-
Compliant RMG Factories in Bangladesh' (2010) 10(2) International Journal of
Engineering and Technology 129; Monjur Ahmed, 'Message to Walmart: Low
Wages Hampers the Credibility of the Top RMG Exporting Country', The Prothom
Alo (Dhaka), 21 July 2010; Shahiduzzaman Khan, 'Trade Unionism and Minimum
Wages Issue in Apparel Industry', The Financial Express (Dhaka), 4 July 2010.
32 Muhammad Azizul Islam and Craig Deegan, 'Motivations for an Organisation
within a Developing Country to Report Social Responsibility Information:
Evidence from Bangladesh' (2008) 21(6) Accounting, Auditing & Accountability
Journal 850 at 854.
33 Circular No. BGA/ssd/2005/128, 10 December 2005.
34 Naeem and Welford, above n. 24 at 854.
35 Ship-breaking is the process of dismantling an obsolete vessel for scrapping or
disposal. This activity has not yet been declared as an industry in Bangladesh,
though Bangladesh is one of the biggest ship-breakers in the world. Since 1974,
Bangladesh has had approximately 50 ship-breaking yards that have dismantled
about 52 per cent of the end-of-life vessels above 200 DWT in the world (DWT is
the 'deadweight tonnage' of a vessel; it means the carrying capacity of a vessel in
tons).
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yards: it has been estimated that approximately 7,000 workers have
died and a total of 10,000 have been injured in these yards to date.3 6
This situation is not improving. Rather, the number of fatal accidents
and injuries continues to increase unabated to this day: in only eight
months of 2008, ten workers were killed in these yards. 37 Considering
this scenario, Saiful Karim termed these yards 'graveyards' for
workers.3 ' The lack of corporate conscience for CSR and the need for
suitable strategies incorporated into laws dealing with corporate
regulation have been amplified by the recent deadlock in the reloca-
tion of the leather goods and processing industry to prevent massive
environmental pollution.
The leather-processing industry is one of the oldest industries of
Bangladesh. It is mainly located on the bank of the Buriganga-one of
the main rivers at the heart of the capital city of the country. Bangla-
desh has more than 200 leather goods and processing companies, and
at least 178 of them are within 50 acres of land on this bank.3 ' They
process hides into finished leather using acids and chromium and
produce roughly 20 million square metres of leather and leather
goods in a year. This has accounted for an average of 1.5 per cent of
the total exports of Bangladesh in the last three years.40
The most important feature of this industry is the fact that it is the
main water polluter in Bangladesh. None of the members of this
industry has any effluent plant and most of their 30,000 workers work
in chemical-prone environments without the required protective gear.
This industry alone pollutes 26 per cent of the total river water of
Bangladesh. 4 1 People living near these tanneries are 'exposed to
higher morbidity and mortality compared to people living two to
36 Md. Saiful Karim, 'Violation of Labour Rights in the Ship-Breaking Yards of
Bangladesh: Legal Norms and Reality' (2009) 25(4) International Journal of
Comparative Labour Law and Industrial Relations 379 at 380.
37 Ruben Dao, 'Childbreaking Yards: Child Labour in the Ship Recycling Industry in
Bangladesh' (2008) at: http://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/bgukreport.pdf, 6 January
2011 at 5. There is no official statistic regarding the human casualties in these
yards. Figures of these casualties are dependent on the regular local media
releases which are compiled by the local NGOs. According to these sources, 500
people died during the last 15 years or 200 during the last five years which in
both cases amounted to roughly 1,000 to 1,200 over the last three decades,
assuming that the annual loss of life of ship-breaking workers is more or less the
same each year. However, these figures do not cover the deaths of workers who
die as a result of chronic diseases due to exposure to toxic substances. For details,
see Erdem Vardar, Ramapati Kumar, Ruben Dao, Marietta Harjono, Martin
Besieux, Isabelle Brachet and Elin Wrzoncki, End of Life Ships: The Human Cost
of Breaking Ships (Gravisie: Greenpeace, FIDH and YPSA, 2005).
38 Above n. 28 at 380.
39 Satadal Sarkar, 'When Will the Waste Flow in the Buriganga Stop?', The Prothom
Alo (Dhaka), 10 November 2010.
40 Product-wise and region-wise export, the Ministry of Commerce of the
Government of Bangladesh, available at: http://www.epb.gov.bd/?NoParameter&
Theme=default&Script=exporttrend#Region (accessed 14 February 2011).
41 Mohammad Golam Rasul, Faisal Islam and Mohammad Masud Kamal Khan,
'Environmental Pollution Generated from Process Industries in Bangladesh' (2006)
28(1) International Journal of Environment and Pollution 144.
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three km apart' from them.42 A recent report shows that the leather
goods and processing plants of different companies (on the bank of
the Buriganga, in particular) have dumped approximately 3,000 tons
of liquid waste into the Buriganga. In effect, they have turned this
river into a toxic dump by indiscriminately discharging their waste
into it.43
Given these circumstances, the government has decided to shift
these manufacturing units to a 200-acre industrial zone near the cap-
ital city. Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries Corporation
(BSCIC) has developed this zone for these units at the cost of
US$66.42 million and has almost finalized the process for establishing
a central effluent plant in this zone at the cost of US$61.42 million.
Although most of these tanneries have their plot in this zone, they
are not interested in moving from the bank of the Buriganga. They
argue that they will remain disinterested so long as the government
is not prepared to: (a) pay them US$155.57 million as compensation;
(b) discharge them from the debt they owe to the commercial banks;
(c) provide them with loans at a low interest rate; and (d) ensure that
the government will bear the cost of maintaining the effluent plant. In
2006, a committee, formed by the secretaries of the concerned minis-
tries of the government, suggested the government pay US$33.60
million to them as compensation. Regarding the other demands of the
tanneries, both parties are standing their ground.
This relocation is at a crossroads. In 2003, the High Court Division
finally provided a guideline, which is mandatory for all residents of
Bangladesh according to the constitution of Bangladesh, to facilitate
this relocation. However, the industry owners and governmental
authorities have failed to begin the move. The court has repeatedly
provided more time, but the relocation has not moved forward. Mean-
while, the Buriganga has been and still is becoming more and more
toxic, and the government is losing its investment in preparing a
modern leather industrial zone. At the time of writing, the respon-
dents have extended their time to carry out the court's directions and
nobody knows when they will be able to reach a satisfactory
solution.
To sum up, there is a lack of corporate interest in fulfilling social
responsibilities and creating suitable regulatory strategies to compel
companies to respond to public policy goals. The situations men-
tioned in the three industries discussed in this section would be less
exasperating if corporate society did not use the vulnerabilities of a
42 A.K. Enamul Haque, Human Health and Human Welfare Costs of Environmental
Pollution from the Tanning Industry in Dhaka An EIA Study (North South
University: Dhaka, 1997) in Moinul Islam Sharif and Khandaker Mainuddin,
'Country Case Study on Environmental Requirements for Leather and Footwear
Export from Bangladesh' (Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies: Dhaka, 2003)
10.
43 Sharif and Mainuddin, above n. 42 at 9; for details and the source of this
information, see Sarkar, above n. 39.
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highly labour-intensive and poor country as their source of profit.
Other than these vulnerable conditions, the lack of adequate personal
obligation of the business owners and managers and the lack of suit-
able strategies to provide responsible roles to all stakeholders to im-
plement the law are important causes contributing to the current
situation. This exploitation also demonstrates that relying only on
corporate societies to incorporate CSR principles in corporate self-
regulation is not a meaningful way to develop a socially responsible
corporate culture in Bangladesh. This situation could be somewhat
improved if the laws relating to corporate regulation could have
within them recurring features to make CG endorse CSR principles in
their business management system. The next section assesses three
major Bangladeshi laws related to corporate regulation with the aim
of explaining their suitability to compel companies to perform their
social responsibilities.
III. Legal Regulation to Self-regulated Corporate
Responsibility
There is no specific legislation in Bangladesh to assist the regulation
of CSR. Only in recent days has this issue drawn the attention of
policymakers. General regulatory strategies and policies related to
corporate regulation in general deal with CSR in corporate regulation
in Bangladesh. Given this fact, this section assesses three Bangladeshi
laws-the Companies Act 1994, the Bangladesh Labour Law 2006, and
the Environmental Conservation Act 1995. These three laws are
closely related to corporate self-regulation and CSR issues. It assesses
the role of these laws in developing social responsibility in corporate
self-regulation. Moreover, it assesses the provisions and enforcement
mechanisms mentioned in these laws with the aim of explaining the
features and strategies these laws require to facilitate the sustainable
development of a social responsibility culture in companies.
i. The Company Act 1994
The Company Act 1994 (hereafter referred to as the Act) defines the
rights and liabilities of business owners or boards of corporate direc-
tors. It also defines a company's CG attributes, ownership structure
and characteristics." In addition, it describes the provisions to initiate
a company as well as the rights and liabilities of a company, its share-
holders, its directors and managers. However, it does not contain any
provision regarding the social responsibilities of directors or their
management strategies. According to this Act, company directors are
liable for most of the financial operations, although they are rarely
personally liable for any damages to the stakeholders (other than the
44 Section 104 of, and Schedule 1 to, the Company Act 1994.
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stockholders) caused due to their irresponsible business strategies.
The Act does not require any specific duty for corporate management
to fulfil social responsibility. Moreover, though the Act contains some
pointers that could help develop this responsibility, these are either
incomplete or ambiguous. For instance, on the one hand, it imposes
some liabilities on corporate directors for supplying incorrect, in-
sufficient or misleading information in the company prospectus but
on the other hand, the statutory defence provided by this Act has
weakened these liabilities to compensate the investors (potential
stockholders who are also stakeholders in a company). Furthermore,
it does not provide adequate judicial observation related to its provi-
sions to promote the social responsibility of directors.
There are two important ways of measuring the performance of
social responsibility of companies. The first is through the evaluation
of the reports published by the companies on their social performance
and the quality of information in these reports.46 The second is
through the evaluation of the internal mechanism of companies to
respond to the needs of society, the environment and social values.4 1
Therefore, the provisions in the Act related to these issues and the
suitability of these provisions to reach the objective are worthy of
discussion, as this could help to evaluate the strength of the legislation
to make companies socially responsible. The discussion below first
highlights the notion of 'corporate disclosure' and the provisions re-
lated to it in the Act. Secondly, it highlights the notion of 'due dili-
gence' as well as the provisions related to it in this Act.
(a) Company Reports on Social Performance
Typically, company reports on social and environmental issues are
compilations of information relating to a company's activities, aspira-
tions, and public image with regard to environmental, community,
employee and consumer issues. These reports could subsume other,
more detailed, matters such as energy usage, equal opportunities,
45 In this Act, most of the rights and liabilities of corporate directors are mentioned
in ss 90 to 115. In some other sections of the Act, there are some more rights and
liabilities of directors, but none of these sections has specifically dealt with the
liabilities of corporate directors for the social responsibilities of companies.
46 Heledd Jenkins and Natalia Yakovleva, 'Corporate Social Responsibility in the
Mining Industry: Exploring Trends in Social and Environmental Disclosure' (2006)
14(3-4) Journal of Cleaner Production 271; Francesco Perrini, 'Building a
European Portrait of Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting' (2005) 23(6)
European Management Journal 611; MaryAnn Reynolds and Kristi Yuthas, 'Moral
Discourse and Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting' (2008) 78(1) Journal of
Business Ethics 47.
47 Andrew Griffin, New Strategies for Reputation Management: Gaining Control of
Issues, Crises and Corporate Social Responsibility (Kogan Page: London, 2008);
Mette Morsing and Majken Schultz, 'Corporate Social Responsibility
Communication: Stakeholder Information, Response and Involvement Strategies'
(2006) 15(4) Business Ethics: A European Review 323; M.L. Barnett, 'Stakeholder
Influence Capacity and the Variability of Financial Returns to Corporate Social
Responsibility' (2007) 32(3) Academy of Management Review 794.
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fairtrade, CG and the like.48 The medium of these types of corporate
reports varies (for example, through data contained within the com-
pany's annual report or through advertising, focus groups, employee
councils, booklets, school classes, etc.).49
Although the Act requires companies to publish annual reports as
an indirect initiative to present corporate strategies before the cor-
porate constituencies, it does not suggest that CG direct corporate
management to include their non-financial performance in these
reports. So far, and that only recently, a requirement concerning
environmental disclosure on the expenditure on energy has been
made mandatory for corporate bodies."o Nonetheless, laws and
regulatory bodies hold this 'discloser philosophy following the path of
developed markets without any commensurate amendments to the
laws pertinent to the prospectus'." Hence, though the Act, the Secur-
ities and Exchange Ordinance 1969 and the tort laws of Bangladesh
have some provisions to deal with the consequences of disclosing
'untrue statements'," most of them are flawed in multifarious ways
and do not provide the required help to develop a 'liability regime' for
corporate mistrust.
For instance, section 145 of the Act imposes liabilities on directors
for disclosing untrue statements, but it does not mention the liabilities
of other people such as lawyers, auditors, issue managers, under-
writers and so on who are also involved with the preparation of the
prospectus. These professional groups are supposed to be self-
regulated sources of normative pressure on CG and regulators. How-
ever, despite having such power, these groups are not truly
institutionalized and are rarely disciplined in Bangladesh. For in-
stance, cases of members of the Institute for Chartered Accountants
of Bangladesh (ICAB) being punished for violating its byelaws are
rare. In the 38 years since its inception, the ICAB has suspended only
48 Rob Gray, Mohammed Javad, David M. Power and C. Donald Sinclair, 'Social and
Environmental Disclosure and Corporate Characteristics: A Research Note and
Extension' (2001) 28(3-4) Journal of Business Finance and Accounting 327 at 329.
49 For details, see D. Zeghal and S.A. Ahmed, 'Comparison of Social Responsibility
Information Disclosure Media Used by Canadian Firms' (1990) 3(1) Accounting,
Auditing and Accountability Journal 38.
50 Under Part II of Schedule XI of the Companies Act 1994 and Part II of Schedule 1
of the Securities and Exchange Rules 1987, the total amount spent on the use of
energy is to be shown in notes in the financial statements under a separate
heading of expenditure.
51 S.M. Solaiman, 'Investor Protection and Civil Liabilities for Defective
Prospectuses: Bangladeshi Laws Compared with Their Equivalents in India and
Malaysia' (2005) 25 Journal of Law and Commerce 509 and 538; Belal, above n. 17
at 36; Moazzem Hossain, 'Some CA Firms Fail to Perform Duties in Capital
Market', The Financial Express (Dhaka), 22 March 2011.
52 According to s. 143(1) of the Companies Act 1994, 'untrue statement' includes the
statements misleading in the form and context in which it is included, and any
omission from a prospectus which is calculated to mislead.
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one audit firm for three years in 2002.5 The failure to include all the
people responsible for disclosing untrue statements implies that these
people committing such wrongs may avoid being put under legal
imperatives. At this point, it may preclude the investor from seeking
remedies under the Act.
The defence embedded in section 145(2) favours corporate dir-
ectors and officials who exploit the ignorance and innocence of
investors. 4 According to section 145(2)(a), a prospective director can
withdraw his or her consent given in the prospectus before its issu-
ance and can plead his or her defence on this withdrawal in any legal
suit. However, according to the Act, this withdrawal does not need
to be declared by any public notice. AIMS of Bangladesh Limited
withdrew its commitment to underwrite the flotation of Modern
Food Products Limited after the publication of the prospectus. This
had a serious impact on prospective investors, as many of them had
prepared to invest in Modern Food Products Limited due to the com-
mitment of AIMS of Bangladesh Limited. AIMS withdrew its commit-
ment after detecting that Modern Food Products had concealed the
true financial status of its issuers: where the bad loans liability and
litigation against the issuers of Modern Food Products was US$0.20
million, only US$0.07 million was mentioned in the prospectus." At
this point, the Act could define the extent of disclosing information for
developing corporate disclosure practice and could provide for re-
porting the influence of CG attributes, ownership structure and com-
pany characteristics on the disclosure decision. In this regard, in 2005,
the Centre for Corporate Governance of Kenya issued draft Cor-
porate Governance Guidelines on Reporting and Disclosures to
improve the quality of reporting and governance of companies. These
guidelines emphasized non-financial disclosures such as CSR
performance.56
Section 102 of the Act bars a company from indemnifying its dir-
ector or officer or the agent against any liability which, by virtue of
any rule of law, would otherwise attach to him or her in respect of any
negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust of which she or
he may be guilty. The Act, however, does not provide a clear-cut list of
53 Siddiqui, above n. 11 at 271. For a comprehensive report on ICAB's role in
regulating the accounting and auditing profession, see Bangladesh Enterprise
Institute, 'A Comparative Analysis of Corporate Governance in South Asia:
Charting a Roadmap for Bangladesh' (Bangladesh Enterprise Institute: Dhaka,
2003) 24 at 27.
54 AIMS, 'AIMS Ditches Modern Food', Weekly Market Review (Dhaka), 10 July
2000, 2. Details of this news are available at: http://www.aims-bangladesh.com/
2000/75WeeklyJuly-10-2000.pdf; M.S. Rahman, 'AIMS Backs Down on Pledge to
Underwrite Modern Food: Audited Accounts Differ from Prospectus Statement',
The Daily Star (Dhaka), 3 July 2000, in Solaiman, above n. 51 at 524.
55 Rahman, above n. 54.
56 Dulacha G. Barako, Phil Hancock and H.Y. Izan, 'Factors Influencing Voluntary
Corporate Disclosure by Kenyan Companies' (2006) 14(2) Corporate Governance:
An International Review 107 at 109.
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acts of negligence or breaches of trust. It describes some duties of
company directors and officers, but these are mostly related to the
day-to-day financial management of the company, and failure to fulfil
these duties does not make them liable for the damage due to
'mistrust'.
(b) The Due Diligence Defence of Corporate Managers
In its broad sense, due diligence refers to the level of judgement, care,
prudence, determination and activity that a person would reasonably
be expected to exert under a given circumstance. In corporate law, it
denotes the axiomatic that corporate directors must act in good faith,
in the best interest of the company, and with appropriate diligence
and care." In the internal regulation of a company, the operational
stage refers to a process of acquiring objective and reliable informa-
tion prior to a specific event or decision at the corporate director and
senior manager level. Hence, it is a systematic research effort used to
gather the critical facts and descriptive information most relevant to
making an informed decision on a matter of importance.5
Due diligence is important in circumstances in which the rate of
social responsibility performance by companies is low but the rate of
social and environmental damages by the companies is high. In this
circumstance, while the companies are taken to the judicial process
for their alleged actions that harm society or the environment, com-
panies vis-A-vis corporate directors usually raise the plea of due dili-
gence to defend such allegations against them. Therefore, if the
provisions related to due diligence were not clear and well defined in
the legislation, this would allow corporate directors to depend on it to
escape their liabilities for the damages that occurred as a result of
their faulty decisions and irresponsible actions. The following discus-
sion focuses on the provisions of the Act.
In the majority of cases, most of the provisions in this Act are either
flexible or incomplete in regard to the issues of due diligence and
expert defence of the directors in any legal suit. For instance, in a
legal suit over false or inadequate information in a prospectus, a
director or official (the defendant) does not need to prove his or her
enquiry into the authenticity of the information she or he has dis-
closed publicly. Since defendants' due diligence pleas do not need to
be supported with some degree of competence, they are in a suitable
position to make a due diligence plea to escape their legal liabilities. 9
57 Harvey L. Pitt, 'The Changing Standards by which Directors Will Be Judged'
(2005) 79(1) St John's Law Review 1 at 2.
58 For more discussion on this term, see Richard R. Cipra, 'There Is No Substitute
for Due Diligence' (2004) 8 Los Angeles Business Journal; Eric Hallinan, 'Due
Diligence' (2004) Reeves Journal; Reference for Business, 'Due Diligence' at: http:
//www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-118734954.html.
59 Solaiman, above n. 51 at 525.
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Hence, the legal provisions that suggest directors and others are re-
quired to have behaved in a responsible way become less effective, as
they also have the possibility of avoiding these legal directives using
the ambiguities and incoherence within the existing legal arrange-
ments. In the same way, the Act does not place any emphasis on the
defendants' (the corporate directors' or managers') reasonable en-
quiries about the competence of the experts who advise them so that
the defendant can argue for his or her innocence in that he or she has
represented the exact statement provided by the 'competent' expert.
This type of legal emphasis is also absent, for instance, in India and
Malaysia, but those countries have established the judicial view that
relying on the due diligence defence is dependent upon the degree of
reasonable investigation carried out by the defendant. In Bangladesh,
no case law is available regarding this ambiguity.
Indeed, this Act resembles the ineffective market-based CG system
in Bangladesh. Although broadly categorized as a common-law coun-
try, the economic negligence during the colonial rule for more than
two centuries has significantly deterred the development of an institu-
tional corporate regulatory system in Bangladesh."o Moreover, for the
last 50 years, it has experienced different CG models with the changes
in political models. Now, the CG of Bangladesh is a hybrid of the
outsider-dominated market-based system (as in the USA and the UK)
and the insider-dominated bank-based system (as in the control and
relationship model mostly practised in Germany and Japan)."' Of
these two systems, the CG of Bangladesh is mostly dominated by
direct measures of control. Furthermore, in the absence of a devel-
oped capital market, efficient stock market and strong legal frame-
work, the corporate ownership of Bangladesh is generally
concentrated. 62 For instance, the Act allows sponsor directors to re-
tain a maximum of 50 per cent of total issued capital. Farooque et al.
mention that, on average, five shareholders hold more than 50 per
cent of ordinary shares of a business firm in Bangladesh, and in most
cases, these five big shareholders are family members; this results in
families having extensive influence in the corporate decision-making
60 S. Uddin and T. Hopper, 'A Bangladesh Soap Opera: Privatisation, Accounting,
and Regimes of Control in a Less-Developed Country' (2001) 26(7-8) Accounting,
Organizations and Society 643; Uddin and Choudhury, above n. 15 at 1030.
61 Omar Al Farooque, Tony van Zijl, Keitha Dunstan, A.K.M. Waresul Karim,
'Corporate Governance in Bangladesh: Link between Ownership and Financial
Performance' (2007) 15(6) Corporate Governance: An International Review 1453 at
1455; Rwegasira provided a detailed account of this hybrid corporate governance;
see K. Rwegasira, 'CG in Emerging Capital Markets: Whither Africa?' (2000) 8(3)
Corporate Governance: An International Review of Financial Studies 258.
62 Siddiqui, above n. 11 at 256; Asian Development Bank, 'Bangladesh Quarterly
Economic Update' (Asian Development Bank: Manila, 2010), available at: http://
www.adb.org/documents/economic-updates/ban/default.asp, accessed 5 February
2011.
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process.63 After analysing 219 companies from 12 different industries
listed in the Dhaka Stock Exchange, Imam and Malik found that the
top three shareholders of these companies held an average of 32.33
per cent of shares of their companies.
The Act is designed to act along with other market drivers, such as
strong capital markets, the stock exchange, regulatory agencies,
organized civil society groups, efficient NGOs and the media. How-
ever, in the absence of these enabling market drivers for corporate
regulation, CG in Bangladesh typically suits the needs of the core
owners. Due to the lack of features in the Act for enabling direct
interference into the social liability issues of corporate directors, its
provisions (which could encourage the governance to incorporate the
ethos of CSR into their core policies) remain ineffective. The Act, for
instance, requires the listed companies to hold regular annual general
meetings (AGMs), but most of them do not fulfil this statutory require-
ment.64 'When AGM[s] are held, these are characterised by domina-
tion by [a] small group of people, poor attendance and discussion of
trivial matters.'6 5 'In the absence of market-based monitoring and
control measures, ownership-based monitoring and control have
been established in Bangladesh as a core governance mechanism. '66
Bangladesh Enterprise Institute developed the Code of Corporate
Governance for Bangladesh to fulfil the above-mentioned deficiencies
of the Act, but none of the stock exchanges has adopted this Code for
their listed companies.6 1
ii. The Bangladesh Labour Law 2006
Bangladesh has an abundant labour force, and Bangladeshi workers
employed abroad are the main source of its foreign currency earn-
ings.6 ' Nonetheless, the history of labour regulations in Bangladesh
63 0. Imam and M. Malik, 'Firm Performance and Corporate Governance Through
Ownership Structure: Evidence from Bangladesh Stock Market' (2007) 3(4)
International Review of Business Research Papers 88 at 92; this scenario is
prevalent in Asian corporate governance structure; for instance, 68, 72, 67, 62, 56,
48 per cent of listed companies in Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
Singapore and South Korea respectively are controlled by families. For details,
see Richard Welford, 'Corporate Governance and Corporate Social
Responsibility: Issues for Asia' (2007) 14(1) Corporate Social Responsibility and
Environmental Management 42 at 43 and 48; Farooque et al., above n. 61 at 1455.
64 The Companies Act 1994, s. 86. Uddin and Choudhury, above n. 15 at 1037;
Bangladesh Enterprise Institute, above n. 53 at 33.
65 Siddiqui, above n. 11 at 257; Uddin and Choudhury, above n. 15 at 1034.
66 Farooque et al., above n. 61 at 1455. For details of the influence of ownership
structure on corporate disclosure practices, see G.K. Chau and S.J. Gray,
'Ownership Structure and Corporate Voluntary Disclosure in Hong Kong and
Singapore' (2002) 37(2) The International Journal of Accounting 247.
67 This Code is the sole comprehensive set of guidelines for Corporate Governance
and resembles the Cadbury Code or the Combined Code in the UK. The Cadbury
Code has been adopted by the London Exchange Commission.
68 In April 2010, this sector earned US$922.16 million. For details, visit Bangladesh
Bank, Economic Data at: http://www.bangladesh-bank.org/econdata/openpdf.
php?i=6, accessed 2 July 2011.
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reveals weak adherence to labour standards in industrial production.
Although the country has a comprehensive set of labour regulations
that reflects its ratification of all the core labour standards of the
International Labour Organization (ILO), the labourers in its manu-
facturing industries experience numerous violations of workers'
rights supposedly guaranteed in the Bangladesh Labour Law 2006
(hereinafter referred to as the Code). This Code is the major legisla-
tion for the labour regulation of Bangladesh. Before its enactment in
2006, there were 44 labour-related laws covering four broad cate-
gories of labour issues: (a) wages and employment; (b) trade-union
and industrial disputes; (c) working environment and occupational
health; and (d) labour administration and industrial relations. This law
has repealed almost all of these laws and consolidated the matters of
all these four groups of issues within its ambit.6 9
This Code has been acknowledged by its stakeholders for its wide
coverage of labour-related issues. It has been praised for its approach
towards the latest development of labour-related international prac-
tices. The Bangladesh-German Development Cooperation conducted
a comparative analysis of this Code along with seven internationally
recognized general codes of conduct related to labour issues in busi-
ness industries. These were the SA8000 of Social Accountability Inter-
national, Base Code of the Ethical Trading Initiative, Fair Labour
Association, Fair Wear Foundation, Business Social Compliance Initi-
ative, Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production, and Joint Initiative
on Corporate Accountability and Workers' Rights. In this analysis,
they found that, if the manufacturing units of a company of Bangla-
desh were 100 per cent compliant with the Code, it would address 85
per cent of the requirements of the general codes of conduct just
mentioned.70 This study concludes that this Code, along with other
supporting legislation, provides a comprehensive guideline for com-
panies (for example, for the RMG manufacturing units of a company)
to meet the compliance demands of the brands and retailers whom
they supply.
The Code has remedied some deficiencies of the earlier labour laws
related to the four broad categories of industry referred to above. For
instance, in the Factory Act 1961, there was no clear mention of
appointment letters or identification cards for workers. Before this
Code, only the Newspaper Employees (Conditions of Service) Act
1974 and the Road Transport Workers Ordinance 1983 had this provi-
sion. This Code requires that employers provide the appointment let-
ter and identification card to all of their workers. Earlier, maternity
leave only lasted 12 months; now, it has been increased to 16 months.
Since 2006, every female worker has been entitled to claim this leave if
69 Karim, above n. 36 at 385.
70 GTZ Working Paper 6.
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she has been working for the factory for more than one month,
whereas it was six months according to the earlier law. In the pre-
vious labour-related laws, there was no benefit for sudden death, but
the Code requires owners to pay an amount equivalent to 30 days'
wages or gratuity, whichever is higher, to the nominee of the de-
ceased or his or her dependants. This benefit is in addition to the
benefits the worker would have received as retirement benefits. It has
also made provisions for the termination of a contract by either of the
parties. Now, an employer has to provide at least a 120-day notice or
payment of wages for 120 days." In both cases, the employer has to
pay compensation equivalent to 30 days' wages for each year a per-
manent worker has been working for him or her. 2 The Code requires
that all monthly payments be paid within seven days of the last date of
the wage period irrespective of the number of workers of a factory.73
Workers are now entitled to ten days' casual and 14 days' sick leave in
a year with full benefits.7 1 In earlier laws, sick leave was allowed;
however, workers only received half their average wages. While the
previous law was unclear regarding the calculation of overtime, the
Code clearly states that overtime is to be calculated based on basic
salary plus the dearness allowance, if any.7 1
Section 195 of the Code has included four unfair labour practices
on the part of the employer in addition to those mentioned in the
earlier law. The enactment of the Code in 2006 entitled every in-
dustrial worker to one day of leave for every 18 days of work, whereas
it was one day for every 22 working days in the earlier law.7 6 Regard-
ing the formation of an association, the Code has added supplement-
ary provisions. Now, no one can become a member of a trade union of
a company if he or she is not employed in that particular company.
There can be trade unions among the workers of a cluster of units
even if the number of workers in a similar company is less than 20.
Nevertheless, the Code has many deficiencies that hinder any pros-
pect of it becoming a main source for developing a systematic and
accountable labour administration through corporate self- regulation.
It is prescriptive in nature and it does not seem to focus on the devel-
opment of a socially responsible working environment. Moreover, due
to the lack of suitable strategies provided in it, governmental agencies
and employer groups do not appear to prioritize enforcing most of its
71 Bangladesh Labour Law 2006, s. 26.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid., s. 123. According to s. 122, a fixed period for regular pay cannot be more
than 30 days.
74 Ibid., ss 115 and 116.
75 Ibid., s. 108.
76 Ibid., s. 117.
77 Ibid., s. 183(2).
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provisions. Hence, violations of workers' rights (for example, long
working hours, forced overtime, underpayment, discrimination, etc.)
are common in the manufacturing industries of the country."
There are several possible reasons for this, the most important of
which are the failure of the Code to administer important labour
regulation issues, the weakness of its enforcing agencies, and the lack
of suitable strategies to encourage business owners and factory man-
agement to comply with its provisions. Moreover, the labour stand-
ards and occupational health hazards in the ship-breaking yards, the
disputes between the RMG factory owners and workers, and the anti-
unionism mindset of the owners and employers suggest that having
good pieces of legislation may be insufficient to establish a solid
foundation for a systematic labour administration. A set of clear and
time-worthy provisions in laws is required to compel both the factory
owners and labourers to develop a socially responsible corporate cul-
ture. The following assesses the Code within the four social principles
developed by the ILO for ensuring 'decent work'.
The ILO defines decent work as 'the aspirations of people in their
working lives'." According to this concept, labourers' working lives
should meet certain standards and be free of discrimination." It pro-
vides the general standard of 'work': work should be productive and
deliver a fair income, security in the workplace, and social protection
for families; it should provide prospects for personal development
and social integration; and it should allow people the freedom to
express their concerns, organize, and participate in the decisions that
affect their lives." This notion implies that a movement towards de-
cent work requires an integrated approach in labour regulation: la-
bour policy instruments need to be socially responsible and consistent
78 Hamida Hossain, Roushan Jahan and Salma Sobhan, 'Industrialization and
Women Workers in Bangladesh: from Home-based Work to the Factories' in
Noeleen Heyzer, Daughters in Industry: Work, Skills, and Consciousness of Women
Workers in Asia (Asian and Pacific Development Center: Kuala Lumpur, 1988) 107;
Repon Chawdhury and Sayeed Ahmed, Social and Economic Costs of Post-MFA
Phase Out: Workers' Perspective, RMG Industry, Post-MFA Regime and Decent
Work: The Bangladesh Perspective (International Labour Organization: Thailand,
2005); Kevin Kolben, 'Trade, Monitoring, and the ILO: Working to Improve
Conditions in Cambodia's Garment Factories' (2004) 7 Yale Human Rights &
Development Law Journal 79; Salma Chudhury Zohir, 'Emerging Issues in the
RMG Sector of Bangladesh: Insights from an Enterprise Survey' (Bangladesh
Institute of Development Studies and OXFAM: Dhaka, 2003).
79 ILO, 'Decent Work', at: http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/decent-work/lang--en/
index.htm (accessed 23 June 2011).
80 Dharam Ghai, 'Decent Work: Concept and Indicators' (2003) 142(2) International
Labour Review 113.
81 The ILO considers 'decent work' as an agenda for development. The
incorporation of this concept in labour regulation was tested under the Decent
Work Pilot Program during 2002 to 2005 in eight countries, of which Bangladesh
was one. For details of the ILO's views on this agenda, see ILO, above n. 79.
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with macroeconomic measures and the investment climate." Based
on these basic themes, the notion of decent work has four interrelated
principles that serve as strategic objectives to develop decent work in
corporate self-regulation. These are as follows.
(1) Employment is not simply a way to access any job, but rather a
way to access a full-time job that is acceptable, productive, and
freely chosen. Hence, promotion of employment should be one
of the central objectives of economic and social policymaking.
(2) Fundamental rights at work must be safeguarded.
(3) The need to recognize that workers' rights must be emphasized
in industrial policymaking.
(4) Social dialogue to forge fair compromises and consensuses (on
otherwise conflicting issues of distribution and working condi-
tions) must be promoted.13
The social notion of decent work has two perspectives. The broader
perspective of this notion is related to the labour regulation of devel-
oping countries in general, while the narrower perspective is related
to the possible strategy of incorporating this notion into the main
source of labour regulation of these countries. The following section
assesses the Bangladesh Labour Law 2006 (the Code) to explain the
degree to which it is based on the narrower perspective of this notion.
To this end, it provides a short description of Bangladesh, presents a
background of the Code, and assesses the Code following the core
principles of decent work.
(a) Notion of Employment
While the objective of employment refers to a commitment to achieve
'full, productive, and freely chosen employment'," the Code is a sub-
set of corporate law in which employees are considered assets or
appendages of the corporation. The core theme upon which it is con-
structed does not consider that a person's employment is about liveli-
hood, identity and citizenship, and it is not truly akin to the holding of
shares or the patronage of a client." It does not clearly convey to
employers that labour is not a commodity. Simultaneously, it implies
82 For a detailed study on how the role of the state in corporate regulation could
explore the connection between development within business enterprises and the
labour market, see Christopher Arup, Innovation, Policy, and Law: Australia and
the International High Technology Economy (Cambridge University Press:
Cambridge, 1993) 243.
83 M. Muqtada, Promotion of Employment and Decent Work in Bangladesh:
Macroeconomic and Labour Policy Considerations (Employment Strategy
Department, ILO: Geneva, 2003) 2.
84 Employment Policy Convention 1964 (ILO Convention No. 122).
85 Jill Murray, Corporate Social Responsibility: An Overview of Principles and
Practices (Policy Integration and Statistics Department, World Bank: Geneva,
2004) 123.
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that all wages and hiring/firing should be strictly institutionally man-
dated, without any relationship to productivity."
In addition, it treats labourers as indistinguishable from other
stakeholders (for example, shareholders and customers). Moreover,
its strategies do not acknowledge that the corporations are regulatory
actors in the setting of terms and conditions of employment and
workplace cultures. Hence, its provisions are mostly prescriptive and
merely address the roles and interests of labourers at the central
position in the regulatory scheme. A survey conducted by the Fair
Labour Association in 2005 found that the malpractices in the clothing
factories' labour administration resembled bonded labour. It showed
that, in this industry, rates of forced labour, harassment and abuse,
child labour and unawareness of codes of conduct were the highest in
the world." Another study showed that close to three-quarters of the
employed workforce-whether in agriculture, industry, or services-
worked for more than the standard 40 hours per week in 1999-2000."
After the enactment of the Code, this situation has not changed: a
recent survey-based study finds that it is common for workers in the
RMG sector to work 72 hours per week with only two days off per
month, which is considerably worse than China and other regions.89
These findings imply that underpaid labourers remain the 'working
poor' in Bangladesh.
Without suitable legal enforcement and adequate penalty features
in this Code to change the notion of corporate strategies and the
traditional mindsets of corporate owners/managers, it continues to
face challenges in its implementation phase. For instance, it is worth
mentioning the hearing on the labour rights status in Bangladesh's
garments and frozen food industries held on 4 October 2007 by the
United States Trade Representative (USTR) on a petition lodged by the
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tion (AFL-CIO)."o The AFL-CIO brought four allegations in the peti-
tion. These included the violation of domestic and internationally
recognized workers' rights in Export Processing Zones (EPZs) in
Bangladesh, the violation of domestic labour laws and internationally
recognized labour standards in the RMG industries, similar violations
86 Muqtada, above n. 83 at 31.
87 Fair Labour Association (FLA), 2006. 2006 Annual Public Report. Available at:
http://www.fairlabor.org/2007report/, in Gitinseli Berik and Yana van der Meulen
Rodgers, The Debate on Labour Standards and International Trade: Lessons From
Cambodia And Bangladesh (Department of Economics of the University of Utah:
Salt Lake City, 2006) at 39.
88 Labour Force Survey 200 in Muqtada, above n. 83 at 24.
89 Berik and Rodgers, above n. 87 at 22.
90 See 'Ministry of Fisheries and Live Stock of Government of the People's Republic
of Bangladesh', a handout answering allegations in the petition (manually
collected).
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in the shrimp- and fish-processing industries, and repressive and vio-
lent actions taken by government security forces against trade union-
ists, workers and labour rights groups."
The Code should be revisited in regard to: its provisions that im-
pose undue restrictions on the right to strike; allow government
authorities to appeal against court verdicts in labour-related cases;
empower employers to terminate employees without cause; prevent
labourers from engaging in trade-union activities in the establish-
ment; and prohibit having trade-union offices and industrial actions
within 200 metres of the relevant establishment's premises.9 2 The pro-
visions that undermine unionism in EPZs should also be revisited to
uphold the freedom of association and the right to bargain collectively
for labour welfare in industries. To this end, the EPZ Workers' Asso-
ciations and Industrial Relations Act was passed in 2004, but it has
been seriously criticized for its various provisions that severely re-
strict the right of EPZ workers to organize themselves." For instance,
section 18(2) of this Act undermines and interferes with the right of
workers' organizations to organize their administration and activities
without interference from public authorities, as it requires workers'
associations to obtain permission from the executive chairman of the
Bangladesh Export Processing Zones Authority (BEPZA) to receive
any funds from outside sources. It is also a procedural Act, which only
cursorily describes the substantive goals and liabilities of employers
regarding labour unionism in industries.
91 See US Department of State, USTR Considers Withdrawing Bangladesh's Trade
Preference (13 April 2004, updated 30 July 2008): http://www.america.gov/st/
washfile- english/2004/April/20040413173337ndyblehs0.3866541. html (accessed 29
March 2011). In the last two decades, at least 13 major incidents occurred in the
garment factories which claimed the lives of more than 1,300 workers. Among
them, two major incidents in the recent past, the fire accident in KTS Garment in
Chittagong, and the collapse of the nine-storey Spectrum Garment Building,
caused widespread shock and showed the state of the vulnerable situation in the
workplace. New Steps, 'Workers' Rights and Working Conditions in the Export-
Oriented Garment Sector in Bangladesh: A Review' (2006), http://www.newsteps.
info/workers rights.php (accessed 26 March 2011).
92 Bangladesh Labour Law 2006, ss 20, 180 and 221.
93 There are six EPZs in Bangladesh. They are governed by the Bangladesh Export
Processing Zones Authority Act 1980 (BEPZA Act). S. I1A of this Act empowers
the government to exempt EPZs by notification in the Official Gazette from the
operation of all or any of the following enactments: the Boilers Act 1923; the
Employment of Labour Act 1965; the Factories Act 1965; and the Industrial
Relations Ordinance 1969. On 6 March 1986, the Government of Bangladesh
issued a notification under s. I1A of the BEPZA Act exempting the EPZs created
under the Act from the application of the Industrial Relations Ordinance 1969 and
the Employment of Labour (Standing Orders) Act 1965. On 9 January 1989, the
government issued another notification exempting EPZs from the application of
the Factories Act 1965. As a consequence, EPZ workers in Bangladesh had been
deprived of the right mentioned in the Bangladesh Labour Code 2006 to form and
join trade unions and to bargain collectively with their employers. For details, see
Ramapriya Gopalakrishnan, Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining in
Export Processing Zones: Role of the ILO Supervisory Mechanisms (ILO: Geneva,
2007) 15.
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(b) Fundamental Rights at Work
Social issues related to the determination of the standards of decent
work could be contextual and change with changing industry/
employee circumstances." Thus, the ILO has established only very
basic characteristics of decent work. It declares that to ensure decent
work, every workplace regulation has to promote and safeguard
labourers' freedom of association and eliminate child labour, forced
labour and discrimination at work."
The role of the Code in the development of freedom of association
for collective bargaining is still in its infancy considering the number
of manufacturing enterprises. It has provided a guideline for the
formation of participatory committees in industries as an alternative
to unionism. Employers have accepted this arrangement; however, in
most cases, workers do not consider this arrangement a viable altern-
ative to labour unions in factories, as the provisions for this commit-
tee do not help to ensure their true representation. 6 Given the lack of
a clear set of provisions regarding unionism and workers' welfare
committees, the development of labour welfare-oriented arrange-
ments is quite slow in the industries in Bangladesh." The Code has
failed to develop a positive perception of the role trade unions play in
industrial development and to reduce employers' passive attitudes
towards unionism. The trade union movement is perceived to be weak
and getting weaker. It is confined mainly to state-owned enterprises,
with very little presence in the private sector. As a result, the number
of labour-related organizations in Bangladesh has not increased as it
has in the case of industrial units. According to the Ministry of Labour
and Employment (MoLE) data, trade unions had only 2.2 million
workers in June of 2009. This equates to roughly 4 per cent of the
country's labour force.98 Over the past five years, the number of
registered trade union members increased by only 1.8 per cent, far
94 Gray S. Fields, 'Decent Work and Development Policies' (2003) 142(2) International
Labour Review 239 at 240.
95 These rights are mentioned in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work adopted by the International Labor Conference at its Eighty-sixth
Session, Geneva, 18 June 1998. This Declaration is available at: http://www.
ilo.org/declaration/thedeclaration/textdeclaration/lang--en/index.htm (accessed 5
July 2010).
96 Berik and Rodgers, above n. 87 at 23.
97 This is so even though Bangladesh has ratified the Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organize Convention, 1948 (No. 87) and the Right to
Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98) on 22 June 1972.
For the list of the ILO conventions that are ratified by Bangladesh, visit http://
webfusion.ilo.org/public/applis/appl-byCtry.cfm?lang (accessed 2 July 2011).
98 'Ministry of Labour and Employment of Bangladesh' in Karen Dunn and Abdul
Hye Mondal, Report on the Review of the Decent Work Country Programme:
Bangladesh 2006-2009 (ILO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific: Bangkok,
2010) 12.
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less than the increase in the size of the labour force.99 One study
shows that the number of registered trade unions in the RMG in-
dustry increased from 112 in 2000 to 123 in 2004 and that the number
of federations increased from eight to ten. Against 4,355 registered
RMG factories in 2006,00 this sector had only 54 registered workers'
associations. By the same year, 285 workers' welfare committees had
registered, though only 87 had been successful.'0 '
Regarding workplace discrimination, the Code does not provide
any specific provisions.102 It does not apply the principle of equal
wages for male and female workers for work of equal nature or value
to the non-wage aspects of remuneration, and it does not prohibit
discrimination in workplaces. In section 148, it mentions that the em-
ployer is bound to provide the minimum wage to the labourer. In
sections 149 and 289, it mentions that payment of wages less than the
minimum level set by the government is an offence punishable by
imprisonment (of one year), a fine (of $66.35), or both. These sections
aim to encourage employers to maintain standard wages. However,
this is not enough to manage gender discrimination in the workplace
in a country in which gender discrimination is predominant in every
industry. An occupational wage survey of non-agriculture workers in
2007 found that women earned an average of 21 per cent less per
hour than their male counterparts. 1 03 According to a World Bank
report, women in rural and urban areas earned 60 per cent and 56 per
cent of men's wages, respectively.104 Apart from these situations, a
traditional culture of job segregation is prevalent in Bangladesh. This
is evident from the frequent complaints that female workers are
underpaid in the RMG industry.10 5 There are also plenty of complaints
from workers regarding discrimination in the assignment of job re-
sponsibilities, inasmuch as men are preferred in higher-skilled and
99 An interesting point in the trend of unionization in Bangladesh is that the rate of
increase of the registered labour unions is higher than the rate of registered
members in the unions. The number of registered trade unions increased by 5.3
per cent, and the registered members of these unions increased by 1.8 per cent in
2009. This indicates that there is increasing fragmentation in the trade union
movement in Bangladesh. For details, see Dunn and Mondal, above n. 98 at 12.
100 Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association, 'BGMEA At A
Glance' (2009), http://www.bgmea.com.bd/home/pages/aboutus (accessed 24 May
2011).
101 Jenefar Jabbar, Ready Made Garment Sector in Bangladesh: A Study from the
Employers' Perspective, RMG Industry, Post-MFA Regime and Decent Work: The
Bangladesh Perspective (ILO: Dhaka, 2005) 55 at 63.
102 S. 345 is the only section in this Code that deals with discrimination in
workplaces. It mentions that the employer has to ensure an equal wage for equal
work. For details, see Naila Kabeer and Simeen Mahmud, 'Globalization, Gender
and Poverty: Bangladeshi Women Workers in Export and Local Markets' (2004)
16(1) Journal of International Development 93.
103 Steven Capsas, The Gender Wage Gap in Bangladesh (ILO: Dhaka, 2008).
104 This data is from the report based on the Labour Force Survey of 2002-2003. For
this survey, visit: http://www.bbs.gov.bd/WebTestApplication/userfiles/Image/
Wing/labour indus.pdf.
105 Berik and Rodgers, above n. 87 at 23.
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higher-paid jobs. 106 According to a survey conducted by Nari Unnayn
Kendra, the discrimination rate in RMG factories located in EPZs is 20
per cent, whereas in factories working with buyers, it is 50 per cent, in
factories working with buyers' agents, it is 70 per cent, and in sub-
contracting factories, it is 70 per cent.107
The Code's role of creating corporate management responsibility
to reduce workplace health and safety risks is not satisfactory. It
provides some provisions in this regard, but these are ineffective in
developing corporate management. The prescriptive modes of these
provisions encourage corporate management to limit their efforts in
this regard: corporate management in Bangladesh hardly meets the
requirements of the provisions of the Code. In their 2008 study, Berik
and Rodgers found, for instance, that inadequate fire-safety equip-
ment and training, inadequate first-aid kits and procedures, inade-
quate toilet facilities, and lack of/non-use of protective gear are fairly
common in non-EPZ factories. 108
To remedy the violation of its provisions and to restore workers'
rights in the workplace, the Code has mostly used coercive measures.
These measures include insubstantial fines and imprisonment terms,
which have proven ineffective. For instance, the maximum fine for
breaching the Code provision that causes death is only US$1,378.64,
and the maximum imprisonment is four years. 09 Moreover, according
to section 302 of the Code, the maximum fine for using a false certifi-
cate of fitness at the factory premises is only US$13.79.
(c) Social Security Provisions
Bangladesh does not have a regulatory framework that could provide
social protection to all its labourers in all sectors.110 In Bangladesh, the
protected labourers in the civil service, public enterprises and auto-
nomous agencies enjoy pension schemes, provident funds, and health
and group life insurance. However, the labourers in the private manu-
facturing enterprises are left vulnerable regarding social security."
Due to the lack of suitable strategies mentioned in the Code and in the
regulatory framework, women labourers rarely receive maternity
106 Chawdhury and Ahmed, above n. 78 at 100, 108.
107 Masuda Khatun Shefali, 'Social Compliance in Textile and Garment Sector in
Bangladesh' (speech delivered at the Ministry of Commerce Textile Cell, Dhaka, 25
July 2005).
108 Berik and Rodgers, above n. 87 at 22.
109 Bangladesh Labour Law 2006, s. 309(1). For a comprehensive list of different
offences and criminal punishment for the offences under this Code, visit the
website for Bangladesh Worker Safety Program of the Centre for Corporate
Accountability at: http://www.corporateaccountability.org/dl/International/bang/
briefing/enforcementfeb08.doc (accessed 6 January 2011).
110 A 2009 ILO-supported study by the Centre for Policy Dialogue (2009).
111 Employees in the public sector cover only 4 per cent of the total labour force of
Bangladesh whereas employees in the formal private sector cover 17 per cent and
the workers in the informal economy constitute the rest. For details, see Dunn
and Mondal, above n. 98 at 8.
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leave with payment. The Code does not have any provision that re-
quires employers to hold the position for a pregnant labourer when
she is on leave to give birth. Pregnant labourers generally have to quit
their jobs to have the baby and later seek a new job."' The Code
defines minimum labourer ages for light, regular and hazardous work
(12, 14, and 18, respectively), but it does not clearly define these types
of work. Whereas the vast majority of child labour occurs in the
informal economy, the provisions related to child labour in the Code
only address the formal sectors.113 It does not provide any legal status
or recognition to domestic labourers, and it does not call for an a
priori design of a social safety net. It could also have included provi-
sions for unemployment insurance, retraining and redeployment
mechanisms, and so on.
The lack of social security provisions in the Code has immense
impact on the labourers' livelihood. Khatun et al. refer to Saraswati, a
35-year-old married woman with two children who works in the sew-
ing section in the woven garments factory in Dhaka. She has a prim-
ary education and her husband is also a garments worker in the city.
One of her daughters goes to school and her mother-in-law takes care
of her children. She works 11 hours a day including three hours of
overtime. She gets US$19.28 per month, which she does not consider
to be enough for a decent living for her family. She thinks that her
salary should be more than US$26.59 per month. Her productivity
rate is 300 pieces per day. She reported that there is no workers
welfare committee in her factory and they are not allowed to be in-
volved in any type of trade union activities. She thinks that all workers
in her section work at their maximum productivity level and hence
they should be given better treatment from the management.1 14
Khatun et a]. also mention Rabeya Khanam in their report. Khanam
joined a RMG manufacturing company at age 14. She had neither
education nor work experience when she started working. Her salary
was US$14.62 per month and on this salary she had to survive with
three other members of her family. She is unmarried and lives in a
112 Berik and Rodgers, above n. 87 at 24.
113 According to the Second National Child Labour Survey conducted by the
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics in 2002-2003, there were 4.9 million working
children-14.2 per cent of the total 35.06 million children in the age group of 5-14
years. The total working child population between 5 and 17 years old is estimated
at 7.9 million. Another survey in 2006 revealed that, among these child labourers,
the agriculture sector accounts for 62 per cent, while the service and industrial
sectors account for 23 per cent and 15 per cent respectively. For details, see The
Multiple Indicators Cluster Survey 2006 and the National Child Labour Survey
2002-2003. For a general view on this issue, visit ILO, 'Sub-regional Information
System on Child Labour' at http://www.ilo.org/legacy/english/regions/asro/
newdelhi/ipec/responses/Bangladesh/index.htm (accessed 1 July 2011).
114 Khatun et al., above n. 30 at 50.
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one-room tin-roofed house with her family. She barely survives with
this salary and has no savings. When asked about what measures
could improve her livelihood and that of other workers, she men-
tioned medical allowances, the rationing of foods, vulnerable group
feeding/vulnerable group development cards and the upward revision
of wages by factory owners."'
(d) Strategies for Stakeholder Engagement and Social Dialogue
In the concept of decent work, stakeholder engagement and social
dialogue related to labour regulation include all types of negotiation,
consultation, and exchange of information among representatives of
governments, civil society groups, employers and workers on issues
of common interest. Though the effectiveness of these strategies
varies within different contexts and circumstances, there are some
common requirements for their success: 116
(1) respect for the fundamental rights of freedom of association
and collective bargaining;
(2) strong, independent workers' and employers' organizations
with the technical capacity and knowledge required to partici-
pate in social dialogue;
(3) political will and commitment to engage in social dialogue on
the part of all parties; and
(4) appropriate institutional support.
These requirements are not clearly defined in the Code. It is pro-
scriptive due to its narrow focus on stakeholder engagement in
labour-related issues and the absence of required provisions to facilit-
ate civil society engagement in its framework. While it provides some
opportunities to labourers to use unions as their voice in consultations
and bargaining, its lack of a substantive approach to unionization
and the restriction on civil society groups' engagement in workplace
management undermine its role in the labour-related regulatory
scheme.117 It needs to include enabling mechanisms to facilitate the
participation of workers and other stakeholders, both in defining the
problems and in designing the response. If it is to rely upon such
participation, it should have additional and alternative mechanisms
115 Ibid. at 27.
116 Dunn and Mondal, above n. 98 at 12.
117 Bangladesh has ratified the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour
Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 144). Bangladesh has a Tripartite Consultative
Council as its highest tripartite body, but the Government of Bangladesh rarely
follows the provisions of this convention and the recommendations of this
committee. As mentioned earlier, the Code was passed without full consultation
among the tripartite partners. For details, see Dunn and Mondal, above n. 98 at
12.
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for enabling labourers and other stakeholders to participate in con-
sultations and lobbying.""
iii. The Environmental Conservation Act 1995
In Bangladesh, there are roughly 200 laws directly and causally re-
lated to the environment.11 9 These laws describe different rights and
liabilities related to the environment, provide measures for environ-
mental conservation, and offer protection against different environ-
mental offences by prescribing or prohibiting certain activities.
Among these laws, the Bangladesh Environmental Conservation Act
1995,120 the Environment Conservation Rules 1997 and the Environ-
ment Court Act 2000 are related to industries, industrial pollution, and
environmental-pollution management in companies. Of these three
Acts, the Environmental Conservation Act 1995 is more related to the
substantive issues in environmental rights, liabilities and implementa-
tion at the company level.
Following the Environmental Policy of 1992, the Environmental
Conservation Act 1995 was adopted to conserve and improve en-
vironmental standards and control the pollution of the environment.
This Act was passed by Parliament in February of 1995, and it came
into force in June of 1995, repealing the Environmental Pollution Ord-
inance 1977. Other than relating the penalties for the offences men-
tioned in it to the personal liabilities of the business owners, directors
and officials, this Act provides CG and management with very few
substantive obligations.
It is a prescriptive piece of legislation that relies heavily upon public
institutions and governmental employees for enforcing it. For
example, according to this Act, permission for establishing new busi-
ness units solely depends upon governmental agencies. Section 12
imposes restrictions upon the establishment of business units and
projects that may affect environmental issues. Section 7 provides a
detailed account of the procedure for applying for and granting en-
vironmental clearance. Only this section of the law relates non-
governmental agencies to this clearance process. It requires that the
application for this clearance is accompanied by a certificate declaring
that the local government authority does not have any objection to the
project of the applicant. However, it does not elaborate on the pro-
cedure required for the local authority to pass such a certificate, and
this is in a country where the literacy rate is low, the level of environ-
mental awareness is very poor and the level of corruption is high.
118 Belinda Smith, 'Not the Baby and the Bathwater: Regulatory Reform for Equality
Laws to Address Work-Family Conflict' (2006) 28 Sydney Law Review 689 at 711.
119 Salahuddin M. Aminuzzaman, 'Environment Policy of Bangladesh: A Case Study
of an Ambitious Policy with Implementation Snag' (2010), www.monash.edu.au/
research/.. ./asia... /paper-salahuddin aminuzzaman.pdf (accessed 14 December
2010).
120 Act No. 1 of 1995.
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Thus, it would be appropriate to require a thorough procedure in this
regard. 1 21 There could be a guideline for forming a stakeholder com-
mittee to facilitate the certification. In India and in some other coun-
tries, there is a provision for a public hearing to reach a decision in
such situations.122 The local government could arrange such a hearing
to determine the risks, benefits, and the conditions to be imposed
upon the business establishment in relation to their application for a
certificate.
The Act does not describe many of the issues substantively. Rather,
in most instances, it prescribes what an Act can or cannot do. For
example, though it has described the standards, parameters of emis-
sion measurement, and management elements upon which an appli-
cation for environmental clearance should be assessed, these
descriptions are not substantive. Though the Environmental Conser-
vation Rules 1997 have broadly defined guidelines for disposal of
waste from different categories of industries, they have not specified
the permissible extent of emissions or the obligations of corrective
actions. 1 23 In this regard, these Rules do not have the required fea-
tures to be the source of information and measures for fulfilling the
shortcomings of other laws regarding environmental issues. For in-
stance, it could define the factors connected with ecology and
environment. Article 6 of the Bangladesh Petroleum Act 1975 pro-
vides that any person engaged in petroleum operation must ensure
that the operation is carried out in accordance with good oil-field
practices. She or he must also ensure that it does not interfere with
navigation, fishing, or conservation of resources of the sea and sea-
bed and that it considers factors related to ecology and environment.
Neither of these pieces of legislation has described the factors that
could harm the ecology.
The prescriptive mode of the 1995 Act prevents it from becoming
an umbrella legislation for environmental regulation. Weakness in
implementing its provisions is another important hurdle that must be
overcome if the Act is to become an effective legal measure to develop
an environmentally responsible corporate culture in Bangladesh.
Legal strategies for developing an environmentally responsible cor-
porate culture need to contain some broader objectives to be fulfilled
at the corporate level. Considering the type, size, and circumstances,
121 For details, see Asian Development Bank, 'Country Environmental Analysis
Bangladesh' (Asian Development Bank: Dhaka, 2004). Available at: www.adb.org/
Documents/CEAs/BAN/BAN-CEA-Jul2004.pdf (accessed 14 December 2010).
122 The Environmental Impact Assessment of Development Projects Notification (1994
and as amended in 1997) under the Environment (Protection) Act 1986. For
details, visit http://envfor.nic.in/divisions/ic/wssd/doc2/ch2.html (accessed 13
January 2011).
123 The Environmental Protection Rules 1986 of India have detailed these issues. For
these Rules, visit http://india.gov.in/allimpfrms/allrules/264.pdf (accessed 19
August 2011). For a comparative study, see, generally, Aminuzzaman, above
n. 119.
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environmental laws and regulatory policies therefore have to have
adequate notions for the following:
(1) promoting commitment to the environment;
(2) developing environmental strategies;
(3) ensuring stakeholder involvement;
(4) insisting on ethical procurement; and
(5) encouraging environment-friendly products.
The discussion below explains whether this Act has sufficient
provisions/strategies to meet these objectives.
(a) Promotion of Corporate Commitment to the Environment
Laws and legal policies to reduce the negative environmental impact
of corporate operations should have provisions to develop corporate
commitment to the environment; they should enforce CG to consider
the environmental effects of their projects in all their policies. Laws
and policies could require companies to reflect their environmental
commitment in their strategies, use of technologies for production,
and designs for product distribution. The 1995 Act lacks these fea-
tures, and it does not encourage companies to go beyond minimum
environmental compliance and establish an open-book policy
whereby employees, community members and others can be in-
formed of any potentially adverse effect the company might have on
the environment.
(b) Development of Environmental Strategies
Companies should be committed to the environment and attempt to
reduce their negative impact on the environment. It is essential that
they first gain a full understanding of the adverse effects of business
operations that are not designed within an environment-friendly com-
pliance system.12 Laws and legal policies, therefore, have to have
provisions and substantive notions to encourage companies to con-
sider environmental issues at the core of all corporate strategies.
Laws and legal policies should hold CG responsible for directing cor-
porate management to create strategies to deal with environmental
issues such as energy consumption, effluent treatment, environmental
audits, and so on. The 1995 Act, however, requires businesses to
submit descriptions in process flow diagrams, layout plans showing
effluent treatment plants, and waste discharge arrangements; it has
no requirement for companies to possess and implement effective
environmental audit systems. Such systems are necessary to evaluate
the effectiveness of other environmental strategies, and without this
type of auditing strategy, there is the possibility of ineffective environ-
mental commitment at the corporate level. The goal of such auditing
124 For details, see Niaz A. Khan and Ataur Rahman Belal, 'The Politics of the
Bangladesh Environmental Protection Act' (1999) 8(1) Environmental Politics 311
at 316; Aminuzzaman, above n. 119 at 14.
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strategies is to elucidate the type and amount of resources actually
used by a company, product line, or facility.
Like this auditing strategy, environmental impact assessment is an-
other strategy that helps to clarify the actual quantity and type of
waste and emissions a production process could generate.'12  This
strategy has not been made mandatory. The common trend among
regulatees is to provide only subjective judgments in response to the
probable environmental impact of a project. In most cases, such im-
pacts are enumerated in physical terms without assessing monetary
values. 126 The Act could impose these regulatory strategies on busi-
ness projects. A mandatory provision of the Act could bind the com-
panies to develop their expertise to quantify this data accurately in
monetary terms so as to understand the bottom-line impact of their
business operations on the environment. This provision could help
companies set their priorities to obtain the biggest returns on their
investments and, at the same time, regulatory authorities could de-
velop appropriate measures to tackle environmental damages caused
by companies. The Act could have provisions relating to: (1) promo-
tion of dialogue among stakeholders; (2) formation of partnerships
necessary for creating voluntary initiatives; and (3) agreement on a
systematic and monitorable programme for establishing and financ-
ing voluntary initiatives.
(c) Assurance of Stakeholder Involvement
For the development of effective environmental responsibility systems
in companies, an environmental law or legal policy needs to have
adequate provisions to relate stakeholders through corporate policies
to fulfil corporate commitment to the environment. The law should
ensure that the company committed to environmental development
has provided scope to different stakeholders to contribute to their
environmental strategies, not just those whose work is directly related
to the environment. This Act provides no direction to corporate man-
agement to ensure that environmental issues are thoroughly ad-
dressed. It could have provisions to hold corporate self-regulators
responsible for engaging in, for instance, educating stakeholders
about business operations and their environmental impact, helping
125 Bangladesh first prepared a Guideline for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
in 1992 under the Flood Action Plan. Afterwards, A Manual for Environmental
Impact Assessment was prepared in 1995 to clarify the technical aspects of EIA.
There is another instrument, namely The Guidelines on Environmental Issues
Related to Physical Planning, developed by the Local Government Engineering
Department in 1994. The Environmental Conservation Rules 1997 require all
projects to have their environmental impact assessment follow these guidelines
and manuals. For details, see Khorshed Alam, The Environment and Policy-
making in Bangladesh (Verlag University Press: Erschienen, 2007) 255.
126 This makes the task difficult for the environmental policy-makers. It becomes hard
for them to decide whether the welfare gains of a project will outweigh the
ensuing loss (i.e. cost). If the projection of such impact were to be valued in
monetary terms, it would be easier for them to project the impact more clearly.
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employees to understand the environmental impact of their jobs, and
supporting their efforts to bring positive changes. While the Act
could provide a guideline for deciding on incentives, rewards, and
recognition programmes for companies that have demonstrated
environmental commitment, it remains proscriptive in these issues.
(d) Insisting on Ethical Procurement
The degree to which a company is committed to the environment can
be understood by examining its procurement policies. A company can
be deemed to be behaving in a truly responsible manner towards the
environment if it is procuring environment-friendly materials from
ethical sources. The Act does not provide much on this issue. It does
not have any provision that insists companies buy greener products
and materials from their suppliers. It could provide guidelines com-
pelling companies to develop buyers' groups through which they
could leverage their collective buying clout to encourage suppliers to
consider alternative products or processes.
(e) Encouraging Environment-friendly Products
Ensuring that the products produced by business operations are
environment-friendly is an important strategy to develop the environ-
mental commitment of companies. Encouraging companies in this
issue could have a healthy impact on the production process and
corporate management, thereby making them more attuned to
environment-friendly technologies. The existing 1995 Act does not
seem to have the necessary features regarding this issue. It could urge
companies to invest in eco-friendly products such that business
operations would minimize emissions, noise, energy consumption,
and health and safety risks.
The Act was enacted to conserve and improve environmental
standards and control and mitigate pollution of the environment.
However, it has failed to create a framework of law, as it has not been
able to determine a comprehensive implementation procedure.1 27 It
provides some procedures and coercive measures for corporate
environmental performance, but these are not substantive in nature
and are less focused on developing environmental responsibility in
corporate self-regulation. As has been mentioned, the Act does not
have the necessary measures to effectively implement the provisions
for sustainably ensuring corporate environmental performance. For
instance, section 12 of the Act requires manufacturing companies or
projects to obtain an 'Environmental Clearance Certificate' from the
127 P. Wilson et al., 'Emerging Trends in National Environmental Legislation in
Developing Countries' (1996) UNEP's New Way Forward: Environmental Law and
Sustainable Development 185 at 186.
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Director General (DG) of the Department of Environment (DoE)."
The procedures for issuing such certification require applicants to
supply information about waste-discharge arrangements, a layout
plan for establishing an effluent treatment plant, an environmental-
management plan, a pollution-effect abatement plan and an
environment-impact assessment outline. These requirements for
obtaining certificates should lead to pro-environmental attitudes in
discharging responsibility for industrial-pollution management. How-
ever, due to improper application of this provision, the environmental
certification process is simply going through a paperwork exercise
without any proper supervision. 129 In addition to the certification obli-
gation, the Act also obliges the reporting by companies if discharge of
any pollutant occurs or is likely to occur in excess of the prescribed
limit as detailed in Schedules 2-11 to the Environmental Conservation
Rules 1997 because of any unforeseen circumstance or accident. How-
ever, there is no evidence of such reporting to the DG of the DoE, and
no evidence indicates that the DG has taken any action as per such a
report. The Act suggests that the establishment of manufacturing
plants should be in non-residential zones away from densely popu-
lated areas. This suggestion has not been adequately followed. In
Bangladesh, it is still difficult to reduce the establishment of manu-
facturing units in densely populated, residential and 'ecologically crit-
ical' areas. It is estimated that there are at least 7,000 manufacturing
units in the metropolitan area of Dhaka, the most densely populated
city in the world. 30 In 2006-07, Bangladesh had 4,490 RMG fac-
tories,131 and out of these units, 3,000 were in Dhaka and its three
adjacent areas. 32
Unfortunately, the enactment of this law has not been followed by
any meaningful implementation.133 The disappointing outcome of this
legislation has been accurately noted by Jona Razzaque:
The implementation of framework laws is not promising, since pollution
standards are set by various government agencies. Moreover, these
agencies are in charge of implementing the laws, not the aggrieved
128 Bangladesh Environmental Conservation Act 1995, s. 12: 'Environmental
Clearance Certificate.-No industrial unit or project shall be established or
undertaken without obtaining, in the manner prescribed by rules, an
Environmental Clearance Certificate from the Director General'.
129 Wolfgang Wiegel, 'Compliance with Environmental Regulations in the Textile
Industry' (2008) ECORYS ICS Consortium: www.ecorys.com.
130 Pinaki Roy, 'All Dhaka Rivers Left "Dead": Industrial Pollution Goes Unabated on
Docile Action', The Daily Star (Dhaka), 27 April 2009.
131 BGMEA, above n. 100.
132 Shakhawat Hossain, 'Most RMG Factories Not Fully Compliant, Survey Finds',
The New Age, 18 April 2009.
133 Parvez Hassan and Azim Azfar, 'Securing Environmental Rights through Public
Interest Litigation in South Asia' (2003) 22 Virginia Environmental Law Journal 215
at 221.
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citizens. Only in certain cases do citizens have the access to justice
through environmental litigation.'3 4
An important factor that has prevented the enforcement of most of its
provisions is the lack of professional and scientific knowledge and the
infrastructure of Bangladesh. This deficiency has increased further
because of its dependence on the poorly trained bureaucracy rooted
in a culture of corruption and inefficiency. 3 5 To a certain extent, these
shortcomings have made the provisions on environmental impact as-
sessment in Bangladesh less effective. For example, setting environ-
mental quality standards for industrial emissions and effluent output
has not made the required difference, as the country does not have
adequate environmental protection agencies, equipment, laboratories
and technical administrators to police these standards. Another vital
deficiency of this legislation is its dependence on public agencies (that
is, the narrow scope of stakeholder engagement in its framework).
This framework needs to be reassessed, as the rate of corruption
among the policing agencies in the country is high.
Apart from this Act and Rules, other environment and industry-
related laws of Bangladesh are inadequate, ineffective or outdated.
For instance, the Agricultural and Sanitary Improvement Act 1920,
the Water Hyacinth Act 1936, the Embankment and Drainage Act
1952, the Town Improvement Act 1953, the Shops and Establishments
Act 1965 and so on are outdated. Some laws are not adequately but-
tressed by suitable punitive actions. Though the Environmental Con-
servation Act 1996 is mostly based upon considerably high punitive
actions, a few other laws' punitive approaches are not suitable con-
sidering the damages and the fines or punishments for violating these
laws. For instance, the Penal Code 1860, the Tea Plantation Ordinance
1962, the Wildlife (Preservation) Act 1974, and so on, need to be
reassessed to decide on appropriate punitive approaches. The max-
imum punishment for fouling water, according to the Penal Code, is
only three months' imprisonment, and the fine for creating a noxious
atmosphere is only US$7. Under the Agricultural Pest Ordinance
1962, punishment for transport or sale of infested crops is a maximum
fine of US$7, and under the Agriculture Pesticides Ordinance 1971,
the fine is a maximum of US$14.136
Other statutory provisions in other legislation deal with environ-
mental issues in Bangladesh. For instance, environmental wrongs
may be redressed by invoking section 91 of the Code of Civil Pro-
cedure 1908. This provides that a suit for declaration, injunction, or
134 Jona Razzaque, 'Human Rights and Environment: National Experience' (2002)
32(2) Environmental Policy and Law 100 at 103.
135 Hassan and Azfar, above n. 133 at 222.
136 For details, see Asian Development Bank, 'Country Environmental Analysis
Bangladesh' (Asian Development Bank: Manila, 2004) 42-3, available at:
www.adb.org/Documents/CEAs/BAN/BAN-CEA-Jul2004.pdf (accessed 14
December 2010).
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other appropriate relief may be instituted by the attorney-general or,
with his or her consent, by two or more persons for resolving a public
nuisance or any other wrongful act affecting or likely to affect the
public. This section encourages community proceedings and is very
simple to invoke. However, it is also of less use in Bangladesh as far as
environmental protection is concerned. One may also get relief
against environmental wrongs under sections 133 and 144 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure 1898. Section 133 of this Code empowers an
executive magistrate to issue a conditional order for removal of a
nuisance. India has successfully made use of this section for the pro-
tection of the environment. In a case brought under this section of the
Code of the Criminal Procedure 1973 (India), the Supreme Court of
India affirmed that citizens have the right to have a public nuisance
removed by the public authorities. They can seek directions from the
courts so that the municipality (wrongdoer) is then bound to take the
necessary steps to stop effluent from flowing into nearby streets from
business plants. However, the justice delivery system and the govern-
mental administration do not use this provision in this way to provide
quick redress to the sufferers of industrial pollution in the city.
Courts of Bangladesh could use their power given by section 144 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898 to issue absolute orders in ur-
gent cases of environmental nuisance or perceived danger to natural
resources. Furthermore, under sections 52-55 of the Specific Relief
Act 1877 together with Order 39, rules 1 and 2, of the Code of Civil
Procedure 1980, steps for temporary injunctions can be taken in order
to prevent environmental pollution (committed already or to be com-
mitted in future). The Penal Code 1860 (which has been amended from
time to time) is not legislation that deals with environmental issues,
but it has been providing punishments for environmental crimes for
nearly one and a half centuries. Other than these legal provisions and
the provisions in the Environmental Conservation Act 1995, there is
no major legal arrangement in Bangladesh to deal with corporate
responsibility to the environment. Other than the court system, some
environmental agencies implement environmental rights. In these
agencies' operations and strategies, the aggrieved person's role is
negligible.
IV. Conclusion
CSR is a strong component of new business and corporate self-
regulation models for long-term sustainability. Its principles are being
integrated into the core policy objectives of global enterprises, and
they are moving beyond their individual business initiatives. Viewing
this transition in retrospect, CSR notions have become more formal-
ized and more incorporated into corporate strategies. In strong econ-
omies, CG has embraced these principles, and it has pushed their
internal regulation to implement these principles at the core of their
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strategies. Corporate self-regulation in these economies uses different
strategies to encourage various business stakeholders to reach an
economically optimal level of investment in firm-specific human and
physical capital.
In weak economies, corporate self-regulation is not under pressure
to have adequate strategies to fulfil social responsibilities. They are
not under the continuous watch of civil society groups, as is seen in
strong economies. Rather, due to insensitive consumers, unorganized
civil society groups, inadequate private institutions to watch corpor-
ate performances and corrupt public organizations, business enter-
prises do not incorporate the ethos of CSR at the core of their policies.
As a weak economy, Bangladesh lacks these non-legal drivers for the
development of CSR; here, corporate self-regulation does not effect-
ively contribute to public policy goals. The legal regulation of Bangla-
desh should have an important role in bridging this gap, but it seems
that the country's laws related to business and CSR do not have ade-
quate focus and strategies to insist that corporate self-regulators fulfil
their social responsibilities.
The major Bangladeshi laws have insufficient focus on the strat-
egies to develop CSR. Rather, the Company Act 1994, the Bangladesh
Labour Law 2006 and the Environmental Conservation Act 1995 are
proscriptive, as they do not have substantive provisions meant to
assist the normative development of companies' self-regulated re-
sponsibility systems. The Company Act 1994 does not provide the
required focus on CSR or the liabilities of CG for developing social
responsibility. This Act does not have the necessary strategies to insist
that CG direct corporate management to place CSR issues at the core
of their internal strategies. Though the Code provides a long list of
labour rights, the implementation strategies mentioned in it are not
sufficient to develop a welfare- oriented workplace-management sys-
tem in companies. Its provisions are descriptive, and the coercive
measures detailed in it do not seem relevant for the current CSR
climate. The Environmental Conservation Act 1995 asserts some
modern ideas to curb industrial pollution, though it does not possess
required strategies to implement these ideas. It mostly prescribes pen-
alties, but it does not provide adequate directions to implement these.
Its sole dependence on governmental agencies for its administration
is another deficiency that makes it a less effective piece of legislation,
particularly for developing an environmentally responsible system of
corporate self-regulation.
On the one hand, Bangladesh does not have a suitable legal-
regulation framework for the development of CSR, and on the other
hand, it does not have the required non-legal drivers that could hold
corporate self-regulation responsible for promoting public policy
goals for CSR development. In this flux, it is difficult to determine the
policy for the nexus of CSR and corporate self-regulation. This paper
suggests that Bangladesh should not rely only on corporate self-
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regulation or the authoritative mode of regulation for developing a
socially responsible corporate culture. Rather, it should base its laws
related to this nexus on a combination of force majeure and economic
incentive-based strategies so long as its civil society, media, NGOs
and consumers are able to interfere in CG and CSR issues
systematically.
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